Micah 6:8 says, “the Lord God has told us what is right and what he demands: see that justice is
done, let mercy be your concern and humbly obey your God.”

Executive Summary-Unplugged
Theme-Peace and Harmony
Services Of Hope values inclusivity, diversity, and equality. We stand with people who are taking action
for a more just and equitable world. We believe every action matters, that civic engagement takes many
forms and is critical to advancing causes that improve society for everyone.
"And for those of us who perhaps didn’t find ourselves as prone naturally to tears this week, maybe it
would be really good for us to try to see the world through the tears of our brothers and sisters. Because
perhaps by seeing the world through their tears, we can see some things that dry eyes would not see."
Rev Dr. Barry Jones-Senior Pastor-Irving Bible Church
Black Lives Matter. If you have felt disgust, anger, or pain by the loss of George Floyd and so many others,
use it as motivation. As you reflect on the continued violence against people of color, the protests for reform
and justice, or the impacts of the pandemic, listen to those who have been directly affected. Think about the
ideas and changes needed – identify which speaks to you and take action. Channel your energy towards
uprooting the causes of injustice. Commit yourself to the vigorous pursuit of human dignity and freedom
by expressing the will, condemning the immoral, biased and wrong, and advancing the changes needed:
•
•
•

Support civic engagement and the right of Americans to participate fully in elections
Be specific on reforms to systems to achieve different results, and
Be relentless.

Systemic institutional racism is real. Current and historical injustice is real. And…. Hope is real as well.
Dr. Valerie Maholmes in her book Fostering Resilience and Well-Being in Children and Families in Poverty
notes that Hope is a highly influential and motivating force in the lives of people that have experienced
adversity associated with economic disadvantage. She states “this kind of Hope is not passive- it is not
merely wishing for a better life, but it is active. It involves thinking, planning, and acting on those thoughts
and plans to achieve desired outcomes. It’s the driving force that keeps us moving despite the adversity and
allows us to adapt and be resilient in the midst of circumstances. “
Hope is Real and because of you and your faithful believe, Together, we have been a Services of
Hope in the lives of the Low to Moderate Income families for 16 years. Sharing with and reminding them
that our Hope to cure the ills of this world, of which racism and injustice are but two, ultimately, is not
found in marches or placating to man but in the transforming power of the gospel of Jesus who is the
Christ.
We must continue to show up, speak out, and actively work to dismantle systems of injustice and
oppression wherever they are identified. Having discussions about race and the moral imperative matters,
but not if there is action only in moments of crisis. Philanthropy can exercise the staying power to foster
change in a sustained way. Failing to sustain focused systemic and race-conscious impact priorities once
"order" has been restored, is not going to cut it.
At Services Of Hope- Hope is in Action Here!

Dr. King “"Remaining Awake Through a Great Revolution,"
Address at Morehouse College Commencement-1959
” He places the domestic “social revolution" in a global context and urges the graduates of his alma
mater to rise above the limits of “individualistic concerns,” submitting that all people are “caugh t up in
an inescapable network of mutuality.”
He advised his audience to adhere to nonviolence, for the "oppressors would be happy if black Americans
“would resort to physical violence” and reminded them of progress already made: “We’ve broken loose
from the Egypt of slavery . . . and we stand on the border of the promised land in integration. ” King
reportedly closed with a warning against inaction: “If you go home, sit down and do nothing about the
revolution which we are witnessing you will be the victim of a dangerous optimism.”
Excerpt of speech “There can be no gainsaying of the fact that we are experiencing today one of the
greatest revolutions that the world has ever known. Indeed, there have been other revolutions, but they
have been local and isolated. The distinctive feature of the present revolution is that it is worldwide. It
is shaking the foundations of the east and the west. It has engulfed every continent of the world. You
can hear its deep rumblings from the lowest village street to the highest intellectual ivory tower. Every
segment of society is being swept into its mainstream. The great challenge facing every member of this
graduating class is to remain awake, alert and creative through this great revolution.
We do not have to look very far to see signs of the revolution that is taking place in our world today.
There is a revolution in the social and political structure of our world on the question of the equality of
man. The great masses of people are determined to end the exploitation of their lives and share in their
own future and destiny. They are moving toward their goal like a tidal wave. They are saying in no
uncertain terms that colonialism and racism must go.
All of this amount to saying that in the final analysis all life is interrelated. No nation or individual is
independent; we are interdependent. We are caught up in an inescapable network of mutuality.
As long as there is poverty in the world, I can never be rich, even if I possess a billion dollars. As long as
millions of people are inflicted with debilitating diseases and cannot expect to live more than thirty -five
years, I can never be totally healthy even if I receive a perfect bill of health from Mayo Clinic. Strangely
enough, I can never be what I ought to be until you are what you ought to be. John Donne placed this
truth in graphic terms when he affirmed, “No man is an island entire of itself. Every man is a piece of the
continent, a part of the maine.” Then he goes on to say, “Any man’s death diminishes me because I am
involved in mankind, and therefore never send to know for whom the bell tolls; it tolls for thee.”

Market Reports
We have had a continued issue; an increased problem balancing demand and our cold packers’ abilities to
keep up with orders and deliveries. We are working with two cold packers and still out paced their capacity.
We had to make delivery adjustment and quantity adjustment based on the hour’s driver can drive per DOT
working with in the budget and allocation constrains given by USDA, to our Food Processor and Cold
packers.

We transition in midweek from family sized produce/fruit boxes (21lbs) to mix produce/ dairy boxes (28
lbs.) this caused a shift in delivery pattern and quantities to partners. The USDA Contract dictates box size
in the market and what we can delivery to clients. We have requested an increase in our allocation.
SOH will add two of our own trucks and drivers next week and start taking product off the cold packers’
docks and delivering. We feel this will reduce some of the delays and outages in the market. We will start
rising additional funds this weekend to cover this additional expense.
We are planning and working daily on receiving a first prepackaged meat truck from a food processor out
of San Antonio. The truck and meat are coming out of Va. If this is successful next week, we will move
to our third cold packer relationship.
Next week we will start our Oak Cliff Church Rotation next week with Concord Church. The rotation will
change each week to a different church who is part of the Oak Church Alliance.
We debuted the Census 2020 van this week at Watermark CDC Community Pantry.
Our Silvercar Home Delivery continues to impact and benefit families across the metroplex.
Locations Farmers to Families Food Boxes
•

FFB Partners – 46

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Impact Report-Summary USDA Farmers to Families Boxes
Days of operation - 6 days per week
Economic Development-Yes
Mobile Farmers Markets - 45
Dollar value of food - $574,030
Pounds of food – 634,708
Families served – 25,835
Milk -yes (mix boxes)
Protein
o Chicken
Partnerships deliveries - 50
Volunteers - 75
Zip codes served - 72
Census 2020 support - Yes

•
•
•
•

Hub Sites-18

Silvercar Home Delivery –87

The Market has Expanded donors and partners:
•

Di Mare Fresh

Needs for Hope Boxes
• Freezer truck

Toilet paper

Water Can goods Noodles & pasta

Bread

PROTEIN FOR FAMILIES

•

CENSUS-2020 VAN

A PEACEFULL MOVEMENT

Amos 5:4 says, “Let Justice roll down like rolling waters, and righteousness like an ever-flowing
stream.” "

